Salient points are locations in an image where there is a significant variation with respect to a chosen image feature. Since the set of salient points in an image capture important local characteristics of that image, they can form the basis of a good image representation for content-based image retrieval (CBIR). The features for a salient point should represent the local characteristic of that point so that the similarity between features indicates the similarity between the salient points. Traditional uses of salient points for CBIR assign features to a salient point based on the image features of all pixels in a window around that point. However, since salient points are often on the boundary of objects, the features assigned to a salient point often involve pixels from different objects. In this paper, we propose a CBIR system that uses a novel salient point method that both reduces the number of salient points using a segmentation as a filter, and also improves the representation so that it is a more faithful representation of a single object (or portion of an object) that includes information about its surroundings. We also introduce an improved Expectation MaximizationDiverse Density (EM-DD) based multiple-instance learning algorithm. Experimental results show that our CBIR techniques improve retrieval performance by ∼5%-11% as compared with current methods.
INTRODUCTION
In Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) applications, the user typically provides an image (or a set of images)
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. with no indication of which portion of the image is of interest. Thus a search in classic CBIR often relies upon a global view of the image. Localized CBIR [26] has been defined as a task where the user is only interested in a portion of the image and the rest is irrelevant. For example, a user who gives the image in Figure 1 as a query image, might be interested in the large black rock, the brick walkway, the building, the grass, the painted pot, or the pink granite post on which the pot has been placed. Unless the user explicitly marks the region of interest or the region of interest is at a fixed location, localized CBIR systems must use relevance feedback (or some mechanism) to obtain a small set of positively and negatively labeled images to learn from. The focus of our work is to design a localized CBIR system that does not require the user to indicate the region of interest. A CBIR system that can obtain good retrieval performance for localized CBIR tasks without the user explicitly marking the region of interest must use an image representation that captures local characteristics of the image, and have a ranking algorithm that can learn which portion of the image is of interest to the user.
To capture local characteristics of an image, many CBIR systems either subdivide the image into fixed blocks [30, 22, 23] , or more commonly partition the image into different meaningful regions by applying a segmentation algorithm [32, 26] . In both cases, each region of the image is represented as a feature vector of feature values extracted from that region. Other CBIR systems extract salient points (also known as interest points) [29, 21, 33, 15, 17, 34] , which are locations in an image where there is a significant variation with respect to a chosen image feature. With salient point-based methods, there is one feature vector created for each salient point. These representations enable a retrieval method to have a representation of different local regions of the image, and thus these images can be searched based on their local characteristics.
Usually the performance of a segmentation-based method depends highly on the quality of the segmentation. Especially, a segmentation based representation usually measures features on a per-segment basis, and the average features of all pixels in a segment are often used as the features of that segment [32, 26] . Therefore, this representation requires high quality segmentations because small areas of incorrect segmentation might make the representation very different from that of the real object.
The features used to represent each salient point must be such that similarity between feature vectors indicates the similarity between the salient points. While there are many different similarity metrics that are used, in this paper we focus on finding feature representations that lead to good results when using the Euclidean similarity measure.
Traditional uses of salient points for CBIR assign features to a salient point based on the image features of all pixels in a window around the salient point [29, 21, 33, 15, 17, 34] . However, since salient points are often on the boundary of objects, the features assigned to a salient point often involve pixels from different objects. If all portions of the image are important for retrieval, then finding a good representation for individual segments is not necessary, but for localized CBIR it is important to faithfully represent local regions. Another drawback of using traditional salient points extraction methods is these points often gather at textured portion of the image, or on edges where the change of image feature is significant, so many salient points capture the same portion of the image.
While the representation of an image is a very important component of a CBIR system, the method used to rank the images is also crucial to the performance. Some CBIR systems define a similarity metric which is used to rank all images in a repository based on their similarity to a single query image [32] . However, such methods cannot work well for localized CBIR since a single image cannot indicate which portion is of interest. Relevance feedback can provide additional images which could be used to determine what distinguishes images the user likes from those that are not desirable. Yet many methods use relevance feedback to train the parameters in a similarity metric which is based upon the entire image [4, 12, 13, 27] . For example, most CBIR methods that use salient points rank the images based on the number of matching salient points. Suppose that the query image of Figure 1 is given by a user interested in finding other images that contain the painted pot. Ranking all images based on the number of matching salient points with this query image would gives equal importance to all areas with salient points. A localized CBIR system must learn a ranking function that will focus upon the salient points on the pot.
There are three key contributions of this paper.
(1) We use image segmentation to form a mask that limits the number of salient points in each segment while maintaining the diversity of the salient points. (2) We use the local characteristics of a salient point to determine how to split the window into different sub-windows, and assign each sub-window features based on both it and its neighboring sub-window. Our experimental results demonstrate that both of the techniques we introduce for salient point based representations significantly improve retrieval accuracies. (3) We introduce an improved EM-DD algorithm to learn the hypothesis used to rank the images and apply this to both a segmentation based and salient point based image representation. The results presented in this paper for both the segmentationbased and salient-point based representation improve upon the best known results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discuss background. Section 3 discusses related work in terms of the framework provided in Section 2. Section 4 presents our salient point representation techniques. The improved EM-DD learning algorithm for retrieval is discussed in Section 6. Experimental results are presented in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 contains a conclusion and discussion of future work.
BACKGROUND
In this section we describe background material that will be helpful in describing our work and relating it to prior work. Appropriate image representation and ranking are two critical components for a localized CBIR system. Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) is particularly suitable for localized CBIR when the user does not indicate the regions of interest.
Multiple-Instance Learning
The multiple-instance learning model [6] was introduced for problems in which each example is a set (or bag) of feature vectors (or points) and there is ambiguity as to which feature vector(s) within the bag are important. MIL is well suited for localized CBIR since there is natural ambiguity as to what portion of each image is important to the user. When applied to CBIR, each bag corresponds to an image, and each feature vector in the bag corresponds to a portion (region or salient point) of the image. MIL-based approaches have been shown to be valuable for both localized CBIR tasks and also more classical CBIR tasks using broad image categories such as natural scenes [22, 23, 38, 1, 3, 26] .
CBIR Image Representations
We distinguish CBIR systems based on whether they represent an image as a single feature vector or as a bag of feature vectors.
Single Feature Vector methods represent the entire image as one feature vector. For example, a color histogram [4, 9, 19] defined over the entire image is such a representation. Instead of defining a feature vector for the entire image, some work just uses a portion of the image that is user-defined or pre-defined. For example, Kim et al. [16] only consider the object in the center of the image.
Multiple Feature Vectors methods represent the image as a bag of feature vectors. While many methods that use multiple feature vectors apply MIL algorithms, as discussed in Section 2.3, this is not always the case. The methods using multiple feature vectors to represent the image can be further distinguished based on the way in which the portion of the image associated with each feature vector is determined.
Pre-defined Blocks: Some methods define blocks of the image independently of the image content and associate a feature vector with each block. These blocks can define a partition of the image or overlap each other. Method that use this approach include: regions of interest (ROI) and Spatial Layout [30] , as well as single-blob with neighbors (SBN) [22, 23] .
Region-based: These methods use a segmentation algorithm to partition the image into regions that are similar in color, texture, or other features. Methods that use this approach include: SIMPLIcity [32] and Accio [26] .
Salient Points: Salient points are locations in an image where there is a significant variation with respect to a chosen image feature. When using salient points only the portions of the image near the salient points are represented. Recently there has been significant work in using salient points for CBIR [29, 21, 33, 15, 17, 34] .
CBIR Ranking Methods
The second component we use to classify CBIR systems is how they construct the ranking function. We divide these into global and local methods.
Global Ranking Methods use all "meaningful" portions of the image in the ranking function. Observe that while salient point based methods only use the portions of the image around the salient points, if the ranking method is based upon the number of salient points that match those of the query image, then it is a global method since all portions of the image around the salient points are used in ranking the images. These methods can further be divided into two sub-categories.
Fixed Similarity Measure: A non-adaptive similarity measure is defined over the feature vector(s) which is then use to rank the images from the most to least similar with respect to the query image. Such a method is typically used when there is just a single query image (and no relevance feedback is used). For example, a cosine similarity measure can be used between the vectors defined by a color histogram. Some very sophisticated similarity measures have been defined. For example, the integrated region matching (IRM) algorithm [14] used within SIMPLIcity [32] computes a global similarity measure based on a weighted sum of region-to-region distances with the weights selected to minimize the distance while ensuring that all regions are matched.
Trained Similarity Measure: A machine learning algorithm uses labeled images (generally obtained via relevance feedback) to improve the performance of the ranking algorithm by optimizing parameter value(s) of a parameterized similarity measure. For example traditional relevance feedback often re-weights the features when the image is represented using a single feature vector such as a color histogram [4, 12, 13, 27] . More recently such approaches have been extended to representations using multiple feature vectors. ROI and Spatial Layout [30] both partition the image into pre-defined blocks and employ standard relevance feedback at the block level using the spatially corresponding blocks of the feedback images. In ROI, the user is asked to draw a bounding box around the region of interest in the query image which is used to weight each block relative to how much of its area is in the bounding box.
Local Ranking Methods: Apply MIL algorithms to labeled images that are represented by a set of feature vectors. By using such an approach the ranking functions can focus on the feature vectors that are relevant to the user's query. For example, a salient point based method that learns which subset S of the salient points are contained in desirable images and ranks images based on how many of the salient points in S are contained in an image uses a local ranking method.
The distinction between a localized CBIR system versus standard CBIR system is based upon whether or not the similarity metric used for ranking is global (i.e. combines properties from all regions/blocks/salient points of the image) or whether it depends on a subset of them. One can obtain a localized CBIR system by either representing the image using a single feature vector that depends upon a user-defined (or pre-defined) area of focus, or representing the image as a bag of feature vectors and using a local ranking method.
RELATED WORK
Our goal is to develop a localized CBIR system for which the user does not need to define an area of focus, and the desired object is not at any fixed location. Thus, we focus our discussion of previous work on similar CBIR systems.
Maron and Lozano-Pérez [22] were the first to apply MIL to a CBIR task. They represented the image using a bag of feature vectors based on nine pre-defined, uniform-size, overlapping regions that consist of a single central block and four neighboring blocks. They also introduce the diverse density (DD) MIL algorithm. Their approach was applied to a data set of natural scene images (such as a waterfalls) [23] .
Yang et al. [36] used a different set of pre-defined blocks to represent the image and evaluated the quality of a hypothesis with a weighted correlation similarity measure instead of the diverse density measure. They divided the image into 20 pre-defined overlapping rectangular pieces (varying from the entire image, to 25% of the image). This process was performed on the image and its left-right mirror.
Zhang and Goldman [37] introduced the EM-DD algorithm which treats the knowledge of which instance corresponds to the label of the bag as a missing attribute and applies a variation of the EM algorithm [5] to convert the MIL problem to a standard supervised learning problem by introducing as a hidden variable a selector variable indicating which feature vector in the bag is positive. Zhang et al. [38] apply EM-DD to CBIR using a region-based approach to represent each image as a bag. Specifically, they use a segmentation algorithm to partition the image into segments and represent each segment as a feature vector containing the average color and wavelet-based texture features. They also modified EM-DD to rank the images in the test set using the average label from all hypotheses returned from the multiple runs of EM used within EM-DD.
Huang et al. [13] presented a variation of Zhang and Goldman's approach that incorporated a different segmentation algorithm, and a neural network based MIL algorithm. Andrews et al. [1] introduced two new MIL algorithms, MI-SVM and mi-SVM, that also use an EM-based approach. However, they use a support vector machine for the maximization phase. The difference between these two approaches is the choice of the hidden variables. In mi-SVM, the hid-den variables are the labels of the individual feature vectors, whereas in MI-SVM, the hidden variable is a selector variable indicating which feature vector in the bag is positive. There has also been research on building ensembles of multiple-instance learners and applying MIL to CBIR such as the work of Zhou and Zhang [39] and Xu and Frank [35] .
Rahmani et al. [26] introduced a new method to represent the image as a bag that is segmentation based but also introduces features to capture information about the relationship of a segment to its four neighbors in the cardinal directions. As in the EM-DD algorithm [37] , they use a variant of EM-DD which they call Ensemble EM-DD in which the average label from all hypotheses returned from the multiple runs of EM are used to rank the test images. Unlike other ensemblebased approaches, Ensemble EM-DD uses the hypothesis already generated by a single execution of EM-DD as opposed to using bagging or boosting that would both require many runs of EM-DD on different training sets. One of the contributions of our work is our improvements to the Ensemble EM-DD algorithm.
Chen and Wang [3] consider the problem of image categorization. For this problem, one would typically have fairly large training sets and the image categories are generally quite broad. They introduce DD-SVM that uses a oneagainst-the-rest strategy to handle the multi-class setting. To create the binary classifier for each category, DD-SVM first runs EM-DD from every feature vector of each positive bag to learn a set P of positive prototypes. Then it negates all labels and runs EM-DD from every feature vector of each positive bag (the originally negative bags), to learn a set of N negative prototypes. Then each bag in the training set is represented as a |P | + |N | dimensional feature vector where the value for dimension i is the weighted (using the learned scale vector) Euclidean distance between the closest feature vector in the bag to the feature vector defining the ith dimension. They then train a SVM to define a separator. One drawback of this approach is that there are several parameters that must be tuned for each data set including two that are used to select the prototypes, and two used by the SVM.
Bi et al.
[2] present 1-norm SVM which modifies DD-SVM in several key ways. First, EM-DD is not used, but rather each feature vector in each positive bag is used as a positive prototype and no negative prototypes are used. Second, the feature value in each new dimension uses an unweighted Euclidean metric. Finally, a 1-norm SVM is used since it reduces to solving a linear program which is more efficient. The advantage of this approach is that when the training data size is large (as common for image categorization), comparable results can be obtained with significantly lower computation costs. However, this approach is not good when there are small data sets as one would expect for CBIR, and it does not perform any scaling and so all image features are treated equally. While this method removes the need to tune the parameters used to select the instance prototypes, there are two parameters that must be tuned for the SVM.
Salient points based representation are also commonly used in CBIR. In general, such methods rank images based on the number of salient points that match between a single query image and the images in the repository. Although salient points representations only depend on the portions of the image around the salient points, when a single image query is used, such methods are global in that all salient points of the query image are used equally in the ranking.
Tian et al. [29] apply a wavelet-based salient points extraction method to CBIR. They define the color representation of a salient point using the first moment (mean), second (variance) and third (skewness) central moment of the color of the pixels in a 3×3 window centered at that salient point. They use the moments of the Gabor wavelet coefficients of the pixels in a 9×9 window centered at that point as the the texture representation of that salient point.
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [21] was introduced as a way to extract salient points that are invariant to many common image transforms. Mikolajczyk and Schmid [24] compared a variety of approaches of identifying salient points, and found SIFT to work best for image matching. SIFT has also used in retrieval [33] . Variations of SIFT, such as PCA-SIFT [15] and reduced SIFT [17] are also used in image retrieval. However, SIFT features and their variations are based on image gradients of the pixels in a window around the salient point, so no color information is included in these features.
Wolf et al. [34] propose a salient point-based CBIR method using the response from the Gabor filter bank as the feature for that point. Their representation captures only texture information for a salient point.
Some work consider combining the representation using both image segmentation and salient points. Lee and Ho [18] use a wavelet-based method to get the salient points, and also segment the image to get the important regions assuming that main objects are located near the center of the object. They define texture features of an salient points as the wavelet coefficients in a 3×3 window around that point, and define image feature for each region as the color histogram on that region. Although their retrieval is based on both the texture features from the salient points and the color feature from segments, it uses the features from all salient points in the image, so their technique is not a localized CBIR.
To address the limitations of current feature representation methods and to improve retrieval performance, we propose a localized CBIR system that uses multiple feature vectors combining region-based and salient point-based extraction, and applys the Improved EM-DD as the local ranking method.
OUR NEW SALIENT POINT REPRESENTATION
A key contribution of our paper is the introduction of a new salient point representation for localized CBIR that is achieved using two orthogonal techniques. In the first, we use an image segmentation to form a mask that limits the number of salient points in each segment while maintaining the diversity of the salient points. In the second, we use local characteristics of a salient point to determine how to split the window into two sub-windows, and assign each subwindow features based on both it and its neighboring subwindow. We now describe these two methods in more depth.
SPARSE: Salient Point Reduction using Segmentation
One of the difficulties of MIL is the ambiguity caused by not knowing which feature vector(s) in a positive bag are responsible for the label. Thus, the performance of MIL algorithms generally degrade as the size of the positive bag grows. An advantage of a region-based image representation is that most images are segmented into a fairly small number of objects (10-50) leading to relatively small bags. Many salient points detection methods have been proposed [28, 25, 11, 29, 21] . Most of these methods focus on finding the point where there is significant change with respect to a chosen image feature. Such representations provide a better view of the local characteristics of an image than region-based representations. However, since salient points can gather at locations of high texture and where the change of image feature is significant (such as edges), a very large number of salient points are generally needed to include salient points for all objects that might be of interest. Even salient point methods that are deliberately designed to reduce the gathering, such as the wavelet-based method [29] , still place many salient points on some objects.
The SPARSE (Salient Points Auto-Reduction using SEgmentation) image representation method that we propose limits the number of salient points in each segment while maintaining the diversity needed for localized CBIR. SPARSE first applies a segmentation algorithm and a salient point detection algorithm to the image. The segmentation is then applied as a mask to reduce the number of salient points. Specifically, SPARSE keeps the k salient points in each segment with the highest saliency value, and removes the others. If there are less than k salient points in a region, all are kept. In our implementation, k = 3. An important area of future work is to perform experiments to determine the sensitivity to k, and develop methods to select the best k.
We use a wavelet-based salient-point detection method like that of Tian et al. [29] . More specifically, we use the Harr wavelet transform to get the image information at different scales. Beginning at the coarsest level of wavelet coefficients, we keep track of the salient points from level to level by finding the points with the highest coefficients on the next finer level among those used to compute the wavelet coefficients at the current level. The saliency value of a salient point is the sum of the wavelet coefficients of its parent salient points on all coarser scales. Although a wavelet-based method is used here, any salient point detection method can be applied with little modification.
The segmentation algorithm we use is a clustering-based segmentation method [8] . More specifically, each segment is initially a single pixel, and then neighboring groups that are most similar are merged into one group. This process is repeated until the desired number of segments is reached. The similarity measure we use is the Euclidean distance between 6-dimensional feature vectors, with 3 color features and 3 texture features. For a region, its feature vector is the average features of all pixels in that region. Our methods can be applied using any segmentation algorithm.
Throughout this paper, we represent a region (that could be a segment or the region around a salient point) using 3 color features (Y, Cr, Cb) and 3 texture features (HL, LH and HH). Our methods could be applied using any other features such as the color moments and Gabor filter responses.
Since the segmentation is just used as a filter for reducing the salient points, the performance of the CBIR system is not as dependent on the exact boundaries of the segmentation since the representation for each salient point is just based on the region around that salient point which is independent of the boundaries of the segment. In other words, the segmentation only affects the selection of the salient points but not their representation.
Examples of salient points detected using SPARSE are shown in Figure 2 . For comparison, we also show the salient points detected by a classic wavelet-based salient points detection method (such as the Loupias method [20] ), and the SIFT [21] method. We let both the SPARSE and waveletbased methods detect 89 salient points from the "tea box" image, and 88 salient points from the "coke can" image. SIFT (which is run on an image 1/4 the size to reduce the number of salient points) has 126 points for the tea box, and 118 salient points for the coke can. Results show that using SPARSE the salient points gather at where the object is complex, but using wavelet-based method, the salient points gather at the edges. While the wavelet-based method does reduce the number of salient points on the textured region (such as at the printed words on the calendar and tea box), SPARSE further reduces the number of salient points that gather at textured regions.
VSWN: Our Salient Point Representation
We believe a better salient point representation can be defined if the characteristics of the pixels around that salient point can be captured on a per-object basis, and if the spatial relationship of these pixels can be included. In this section we describe the Variably-Split Window with Neighbor (VSWN) representation technique. We describe the two components of VSWN individually.
Variably-Split Window
Traditional uses of salient points for CBIR assign features to a salient point based on the image features of all pixels in a window around that point. Since salient points are often on the boundary of objects, the features assigned to a salient point often involve pixels from different objects. As illustrated in Figure 3 , for an 8×8 window around a salient point detected on the edge of the tea box, there are pixels from both tea box and calendar in the window. If we use all pixels in that window to compute features for the salient point, the features are for the combination of tea box and calendar, which is inappropriate for localized CBIR because the object of interest might be just one of the object (e.g. the tea box). Furthermore, the background (e.g. the calendar) may not be relevant to the user. If we divide the window, we can better capture the color and texture of one of the individual objects that borders the salient point.
For each salient point, VSWN dynamically determines how to partition the pixels in the window around it into different sub-windows. The local characteristics of the salient point are used to split each window either in the horizontal, vertical, or one of the two diagonal directions. Figure 4 illustrates these four possible splits. We use an 8×8 window with the salient point at its center, as shown in Figure 3 .
We introduce the VSW (Variably Split Window) technique to adaptively choose the best split. VSW applies a wavelet transform on the pixels in the window, and measure the average coefficients in the HL (vertical), LH (horizontal), and HH (up-right diagonal). We also flip the window where pixel p(i, j) have the value of the pixel p(i, windowW idth−j) to compute a flipped-HH coefficient (up-left diagonal). The split associated with each channel is shown in Figure 4 . We select the split for the window as follows. If the LH and HL channels have similar coefficients, then we use the split associated with the larger of the HH and flipped-HH channel. Otherwise, we use the split based on the largest of the four channels since it is the dominant channel. While the best segmentation of the region is unlikely to be one of the four splits considered, since it is such a small region, the selected split serves as a sufficiently good approximation. If desired, we could further subdivide each sub-window.
Feature Representation with Neighbor
The content desired by a user cannot always be defined by a single object. For example, a flower is a set of petals adjacent to green leaves. There is a semantic gap between the information provided by a single segment and the semantic content the user perceives. Incorporating information about the neighboring sub-window can reduce this gap.
Recall that we represent the two sub-windows for each salient point via 3 color features and 3 texture features. The feature vector for each sub-window is augmented with the difference between the other sub-window's value and its value for each of the six features. We use the difference between these feature values to allow for robustness against global changes in the image, such as changes in brightness and hues that result from different lighting. We do not know which sub-window might hold the object of interest, and which is the neighboring object. Thus we create two 12-dimensional feature vectors for each salient point: one for each sub-window as the object of interest.
EM-DD AND ENSEMBLE EM-DD
In this section we describe the algorithms upon which Improved EM-DD is based. We define a point-and-scaling hypothesis h = {t1, . . . , t d , s1, . . . , s d } where t k is the feature value for dimension k and s k is a scale factor indicating the importance of feature k.
The EM-DD algorithm [37] creates a point in scaling hypothesis. Each run of EM-DD starts with an initial guess of a target point h and then repeatedly performs the following two steps. In the first step (E-step), the current hypothesis h is used to pick one instance from each bag which is most likely (given the generative model) to be the one responsible for the label. In the second step (M -step), a twostep gradient search is used to find a new h that minimizes N LDD(h, D) (negative logarithm of the diverse density of hypothesis h for data D which is a measure of likelihood of h being the hypothesis given data D). From among the multiple-starts of EM, the point-and-scaling concept with the minimum NLDD value is returned. Finally, a run of EM is started from every positive point from five randomly selected positive bags (or from all positive bags if there are less than five) with all scale factors set to 0.1. Assume there are t runs of EM returning hypotheses h1, . . . , ht. EM-DD returns argmin i hi.
There are several key changes the distinguish Ensemble-EMDD from EMDD [26] . First, along with starting at an initial point from a randomly selected set of positive bags, different initial scale factors for the weighting given to the segment or its neighbors are used. Specifically the initial weights used for the segment itself is 100%, 80%, 60%, 20% (all 5 regions, equally weighted), and 0%. Also, instead of returning the single hypothesis that maximizes the diverse density, Ensemble-EMDD ranks the images according to the average label produced by h1, . . . , hr. Finally, all initial scale factors are adjusted based on the characteristics of the training data and the floating point precision of the underlying computer to reduce overflow and underflow problems in the gradient search.
OUR IMPROVED EM-DD ALGORITHM
In this section, we describe the most significant changes introduced by our improved EM-DD algorithm. The most significant change is the way in which the t hypothesis created by the t different starts of EM are combined. For CBIR applications, there are often several independent ways to characterize which images the user desires. Several researchers have observed that for CBIR applications selecting a single hypothesis among h1, . . . , ht reduces the expressive power of the resulting hypothesis [38, 3, 26] . In Section 6.1 we discuss this aspect of Improved EM-DD.
We also make some other changes that we briefly discuss. Another important aspect of EM-DD that is the way in which it determines the importance of the features. The feature values from the feature vectors in positive bags provides a good starting point for the hypothesis point in the gradient search. However, there is not a good way to determine the initial scale values and so equal values are used for each dimension. Still the range for features can vary greatly. For example color features typically range from 0 to 256 whereas the values returned from the wavelet filters typically used for texture are generally much smaller ranging from 0 to 5 (but can be quite large). Improved EM-DD overcomes this difficulty by normalizing all attributes based on the training data, so that the range of values for all features on the training data is 0 to 1. The normalization factor for each dimension is returned along with the hypotheses so that the same normalization can be applied to the test data. While the test data can have data values in a different range and thus their normalized values could be smaller than 0 or larger than 1. But by performing this normalization, in practice, all features begin with roughly equal importance.
Hypothesis Selection
We describe several approaches to use the hypotheses h1, . . . , ht returned from the t runs of EM used within Improved EM-DD. For ease of exposition, we use the following notation throughout this section. Without loss of generality, we assume that the hypothesis are sorted based on the NLDD in the order h1, . . . , ht. For hypothesis h, we let p h (B) be the maximum label predicted for all feature vectors in bag B. There are two options previously proposed.
minNLDD: This is the option used by the original DD and EM-DD algorithms. In this case each test bag B is ranked according to p h 1 (B). That is, p h 1 is computed for all test bags and then they are ranked from the largest to smallest value.
AvgAll: This is the option used by [38] and [26] . It ranks each test bag B according to
While in many cases combining all t hypotheses returned by the gradient searches yields better performance than using the top hypothesis, one would expect that there are a set of hypothesis that provide independent ways to characterize the images of interest to the user, yet there are also some hypothesis that are the result of a bad starting point for EM that are only harming performance. Furthermore, one would expect that the hypotheses with a low NLDD value are the "good" ones and the hypotheses with high NLDD values should be excluded. This is the motivation behind the combining method used by Improved EM-DD. We parameterize Improved EM-DD by an integer τ where 1 ≤ τ ≤ t, and rank each test bag B according to
This approach generalizes the prior work since when τ = 1 it is equivalent to the minNLDD method, and when τ = t it is equivalent to the AvgAll method. Currently, we are just using a single value of τ . However, we believe that additional improvements can be obtained by using a technique to adaptively select the best value of τ . For example, one could select all hypothesis that have an NLDD value with a multiplicative factor of h1. We are currently considering methods to enable Improved EM-DD to select τ as part of the learning process. Unlike other ensemble-based approaches, Improved EM-DD uses the hypothesis already generated by a single execution of EM-DD as opposed to using bagging or boosting that would both require many runs of EM-DD on different training sets.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As a measure of performance we have chosen to use the area under the ROC curve [10] . The ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve plots the true positive rate (i.e. the recall) as a function of the false positive rate. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is equivalent to the probability that a randomly chosen positive image will be ranked higher than a randomly chosen negative image. Unlike the precision-recall curve, the ROC curve is insensitive to ratio of positive to negative examples in the image repository. Regardless of the fraction of the images that are positive, for a random permutation the AUC is 0.5.
We use the SIVAL data set that we obtained from www.cse.wustl.edu/∼sg/accio. It includes 25 image categories containing 1500 images. The categories consist of complex objects photographed against 10 different highly diverse backgrounds. More specifically, there are six different images taken for each object-background pair, and a total of 1500 images in the database. (Figure 1 is an example image of "JuliesPot".) SIVAL emphasizes the task of Localized CBIR through nearly identical scenes which only vary by the localized target objects. It ensures there is one and only target object in each image. For each object class the same physical object was used in all scenes. However, the scenes are highly diverse and often complex. Furthermore, the objects may occur anywhere spatially in the image and also may be photographed at a wide-angle or close up and at slightly different orientations. In most image, the target object occupies less than 10%-15% of the image area but may occupy as much as 70%. Finally, the objects themselves are complex.
Unless otherwise mentioned the experimental results are 30 fold with 95% confidence interval. The training data consists of 8 randomly selected positive images and 8 randomly selected negtive images. We consider the following methods to generate each feature vector in the MIL example: SPARSE, SIFT, Wavelet (the wavelet-based salient point extraction method as used by the Loupias method), and Segmentation (segmented by IHS [40] , used also as the filter in SPARSE). When using either SPARSE or Wavelet, we also specify if VSWN is used by a notation following a plus sign. For example, SPARSE+VSWN refers to our new salient point extraction method that also uses VSWN to compute the feature vector for each salient points. With the exception of SIMPLIcity and Accio, unless otherwise specified, the Improved EM-DD algorithm is used.
When converting the images into bags, we used the following parameters. Segmentation breaks the image into 32 segments, identical to Rahmani et al in Accio [26] . Wavelet uses the top 100 salient points. SPARSE has up to 96 salient Figure 5 compares the three salient point extraction methods illustrated in Figure 2 . Improved EMDD algorithm is used to generate these results.
Comparing Salient Point Methods
In these experiments, both SPARSE and Wavelet use the same salient point extraction and representation method (3 color and 3 texture dimensions). The primary difference between them is where the salient points are placed in the image. SIFT both uses a different feature extraction method, placing the salient points differently, and uses a more complex feature representation.
SPARSE outperforms Wavelet in 23 of 25 categories, 16 of which are statistically significant. So, by spreading out and reducing the number of salient points using a segmen- tation mask, SPARSE improves retrieval performance. The use of SPARSE can also improve runtime performance, by reducing the number of feature vectors per bag, and hence the number of computations. The SIFT feature vector has 128 dimensions which describes the local gradient orientation histogram around a salient point. SIFT is a well established method for capturing and representing salient points. Results using SIFT were generated using 5 random selections of the training data (as opposed to 30) since the high dimensionality makes it very computationally intensive. SIFT performs 5.9% better than Wavelet over all categories. But SPARSE outperforms SIFT by 3.2% over all categories, despite its relatively simpler feature representation of only 6 dimensions. Figure 6 compares the effect of using SPARSE and VSWN to the standard wavelet-based salient points on the SIVAL database. Adding VSWN to Wavelet leads to an 4.8% improvement when averaged over all categories. These improvements are statistically significant in 9 categories. Adding SPARSE to the Wavelet leads to an 9.3% improvement when averaged over all categories. When both SPARSE and VSWN are added to the Wavelet, on average there is a 11.0% increase in performance.
The results show that both SPARSE and VSWN, as individual techniques to improve image representation, can help improve the retrieval performance. When used together, they can improve the performance even further. Figure 7 compares the effect of using Improved EMDD versus the Ensemble EMDD algorithm used in Accio. Improved EMDD performs better on both the Wavelet salient points as well as the SPARSE+VSWN representation. Comparing Improved EMDD to Ensemble EMDD, performance improves 6.4% on the Wavelet representation and 10.4% for SPARSE+VSWN representation.
Comparing Learning Algorithms
SPARSE+VSWN gains more from Improved EMDD than Wavelets do. We attribute this to the use of only the best hypotheses instead of all hypotheses, which is more important when multiple initial weights are used due to the presence of neighbors, as we do in SPARSE+VSWN. Multiple initial weights multiplicatively increase the number of hypotheses present. Ensemble EMDD cannot handle this increase in hypotheses as well as Improved EMDD can. 
Comparisons Between CBIR Systems
We compare 3 systems: SPARSE+VSWN using the Improved EMDD algorithm, Accio, and SIMPLIcity, as shown in Figure 8 . The comparison with Segmentation using improved EMDD will be detailed in Section 7.4.
The SIMPLIcity and Accio systems perform significantly worse than the SPARSE+VSWN using the Improved EMDD algorithm. The SIMPLIcity system is shown here as a reference point. For a full comparison of SIMPLIcity to Accio, please see [26] . Compared to Accio, SPARSE+VSWN with Improved EM-DD performs 9.4% better over all categories. It performs better in 21 of 25 categories, and statistically better in 14 of 25 categories. Furthermore, it has significantly faster runtime than Accio, which on average took over 25 times longer to complete. The improvement in run time is due to the reduction in dimensionality and the reduction of final hypotheses. Segmentation with Neighbors uses 30 dimensions per point, where as SPARSE+VSWN uses only 12. The number of final hypotheses that Accio uses to evaluate each image in the database is over 20,000 in most categories, whereas SPARSE+VSWN uses only 75.
In other words, when used together as a system, our techniques can achieve better performance than the current CBIR systems shown here.
Comparison with Segmentation with Neighbors
Figure 8 also compares the SPARSE+VSWN and the Segmentation with Neighbors representation of Accio both on the Improved EMDD algorithm. We see similar performance in 17 of 25 categories. In 5 categories, Segmentation is statically better; and in 3 categories, SPARSE+VSWN is statistically better. Overall, their results are comparable. SPARSE+VSWN has several advantages over Segmentation with Neighbors though. It significantly reduces running time by reducing the dimensionality from 30 to 12. More importantly, VSWN uses only one neighbor as opposed to the four neighbors (in the four cardinal directions) of the segmentation-based representation. Since the four neighbors are oriented to be represent north, east, south, and west, this restricts matching of a desired object to only other objects that are similarly oriented. In contrast, the variablysplitting technique of VSWN creates only one neighbor which is both mirror invariant and rotation invariant. The SIVAL data set, is a good data set for using the 4 cardinally-oriented neighbors being used by the segmentation-based approach.
Although there are often changes in the perspective of the object, there is seldom rotation in the plane of the image nor are target objects ever mirrored. The three categories that experience significant rotation in the ranges of 90
• and 180
• are WD40Can and DirtyWorkGloves, and WoodRollingPin. Both the WD40Can and DirtyWorkGloves, benefit greatly from the use of salient points, with an average percentage improvement of 9.3%. The WoodRollingPin performs identically poorly for both SPARSE+VSWN and Segmentation with Neighbors achieving an AUC of 0.65, but performs much better for SIFT achieving an AUC of 0.72. The potential of using additional features to improve SPARSE+VSWN is shown by the strong improvement in SIFT. Although the current salient points encode only the same information as the segmentation-based method, salient points can be encoded with a multitude of additional features not easily derived from segmentation methods, such as the orientation histogram used by SIFT. Additionally, salient points by their nature can capture much finer detail in the image than segmentation. The only way for a segmentation method to capture the same detail would be to highly over-segment the image which we believe would hurt recognition.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we introduce the SPARSE technique, to select a small number of salient points by using a segmentation of the original image as a filter to reduce the total number of salient points while still maintaining diversity. We also introduce the VSWN salient point representation which generates a feature vector to represent each salient point by applying a window that can be dynamically split into a central target and its neighbor. Results demonstrate that both techniques greatly improve retrieval accuracies. Finally, we introduced an improved EM-DD algorithm to learn the hypothesis used to rank the images. This algorithm improved both the retrieval performance on both the segmentation-based representation and the salient-points based representation.
Given additional image set that include strong rotations or occlusions of the objects in the image, we believe salient points may be able to work much better than the segmenta-tion based representation because of the rotation invariant and mirror invariant properties of salient points based representation.
Future work includes applying SPARSE and VSWN to salient points with more descriptive features such as those in SIFT. Additionally, we intend to develop a methodology for automatically selecting the number of salient points per segment in SPARSE, according to local characteristics. Finally, we plan on improving the algorithm by developing better methods of hypothesis selection and implementing preprocessing techniques that will reduce the number of starting point and hence reduce the runtime. We also plan to perform sensitivity analysis for the number of salient points kept in each segment, and the parameter used within the variable split portion of VSWN.
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